Introduction
As a result of the development of nanotechnology, science reform sparkle world widely since beginning of 21st century. So, fastevolving world of nanotechnology captivates researchers in field 25 ranging from industry, agriculture to military.
1-3 A more generalized description of nanotechnology was subsequently established by the National Nanotechnology Initiative, which defines nanotechnology as the manipulation of matter with at least one dimension sized from 1 to 100 nanometers. At the same 30 time, the features of bio-inspired superhydrophobic surfaces have aroused worldwide interest during the past few years duo to their peculiar properties and potential applications. 4-7, It is particularly worth mentioning here that "superhydrophobic surfaces" have been ranked the 7th in Top 20 research fronts in materials science 35 during 2006 and 2010 from Essential Science indicators database. 8 Most important of all, superhydrophobic nanocoatings cover nanotechnology and superhydrophobic surface together. Superhydrophobic nanocoatings can be defined as one kind of superhydrophobic coating which includes at least one nanoscaled 40 raw material that play a vital role to coating's property, or the morphology of the superhydrophobic coating is nanoscale in a certain dimension.
The methods used for surface modification on substrates directly such as etching, lithography, are quite limited. And the 45 range of substrates is restricted for the properties of substrate place certain guidelines to satisfy experiment requirement. There is no doubt that coating is one of the best ways to change solid surface properties. Different from "surface modification directly", coating is regarded as indirect modification method through 50 chemical or physical process to "create" a layer of new substances with totally different properties on the substrate surface as protective or multifunction layer. Based on this point, the range of, no matter materials or fabrication methods of surface modification, has increased immediately. As one kind of 55 emerging nanomaterial, superhydrophobic nanocoating, an important method in surface superhydrophobization with marvelous effects, has aroused dramatic change in surface and interfacial research field. In fact, as a wise mentor of humans, nature has vast biological surface exhibiting superhydrophobicity 60 including lotus leaves 9 , the gecko feet 24 , the Namib desert beetle 25 and water strider 26 for a very long time. Certainly, as diligent students, researchers have been working hard to find out various smart methods for attaining superhydrophobic nanocoatings. In consideration of the particularity of applications in the field of superhydrophobic nanocoating as mentioned in some excellent literatures, such as self-cleaning, anti-bacteria, anti-icing, corrosion resistance and so on. [21] [22] [23] 31 Both of them would be discussed detailedly in the following. Functional superhydrophobic nanocoatings can solve lots of 5 problems of real life. Just because of this, the researchers' efforts to this aspect can be said arduous and rewarding. Remarkably, the definition of nanocoating is not in conformity with the traditional nanomaterial completely, and so far, the concept of superhydrophobic nanocoating is not well known. So, many 10 researches did not point out this concept directly in their works. However, the research works of this part cannot be neglected.
Surface wetting behavior, generally, can be divided into 4 different regimes according to the water contact angle (WCA). Hydrophilic and hydrophobic regimes, defined as WCA in the 15 range of 10° < θ < 90° and 90° < θ < 150° respectively, are the most conventional regimes. Superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic regimes are more interesting for the extremes of surface wetting behavior with WCA in the range of 0° < θ < 10° and 150° < θ < 180° respectively. 20 The most notable one,
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superhydrophobic regime, describes a state of nearly perfect nonwetting. On the other hand, superhydrophobic surfaces exhibit extremely low water contact angle hysteresis (CAH) (< 10°) that result in the rolling of the water droplets easily. 4 It is well known that lotus leaf let us recognize at the superhydrophobicity in 25 nature. 9, 29 It took some further decades to resolve the mechanism behind this phenomenon but without much success until the introduction of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). By the virtue of a SEM, it is found that the surfaces of lotus leaves shows protruding nubs of 20-40 µm apart each covered with a 30 smaller scale rough of epicuticular wax crystalloids. Jiang et al. 10 reported that the nanoscaled roughness endowed surface superhydrophobicity with a large fraction of air, which is the first example for nanostructure based superhydrophobicity. After a series of studies and endeavor of many researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , they
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found that micro-nanoscale hierarchical structures, rather than individual micrometer scaled model, can indeed attribute to steady superhydrophobic surfaces. In fact, for rough surface, seeking to understand the relationship between surface roughness and superhydrophobicity, Wenzel's and Cassie's 17, 18 models are 40 established and applied from long time ago. These two models describe different wetting state and supply theoretical guidance for us. Low surface energy materials 19, 27, 32 , such as -CF 3 groups, silyl compound, or fluorocarbons, are another necessary factors for preparing superhydrophobic surfaces inspired by the 45 epicuticular wax crystalloids of lotus leaf. Similarly, the great amount of study had been applied in this aspect.
In this review, we first briefly introduce the fundamental theory aspects on surface wetting property, mainly focusing on superhydrophobicity in air. On the basis of this understanding, in 50 the following sections, we will cover the materials, fabrications and applications of superhydrophobic nanocoatings. In Section 3, we classified materials into 3 categories in comparison. Recently developed fabrication techniques and applications have been discussed as well. In order to keep up with the forefront of this 55 research field, we will try to be concerned with the research works of last four years. We also highlight a few new methodologies and potential applications. Finally, we briefly present our personal view of the open questions, remaining challenges and development tendency of this field.
60

Fundamental theories Smooth surface
It is well know that atoms or molecules at the surface of solid or liquids have higher energy because of the fewer bonds with neighboring atoms than interior atoms or molecules, which 65 results in surface tension, or surface energy, measured in N/m. when liquid drops placed in contact with a solid surface, it tend to reach stable state with relatively lower energy. So, there is a contact angle measured at the edge of droplet (Fig. 1a) . CA (ߠ) is an important parameter for characterizing the surface wettability where ߛ ௌ , ߛ ௌ and ߛ are the surface tension at solid-vapor (gas), solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor (gas) interfaces, respectively. For contact angles less than 90°, the surface is conventionally 75 called as hydrophilic, if the contact angle varies between 90° and 150°, the surface is hydrophobic, and if water contact angle is greater than 150°, the surface is described as superhydrophobic. However, this equation is applicable only to smooth surfaces. As to rough ones, the theories need to be modified.
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Rough surface
In order to explain the effect of roughness on the apparent contact angle of a liquid droplet on a solid surface, two classical wellestablished models for describing the roughness-induced wettability have been developed by Wenzel 17 and Cassie and
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Baxter 18 . In 1936, Wenzel took surface roughness into the theoretical study for the first time. Based on comprehensive considerations of influence of roughness on wettability, Wenzel proposed a new model, called Wenzel model (Fig. 1b) . This model can be used to 90 describe the contact angle in this situation that the liquid is in contact with the entire solid surface and completely penetrates into cavities. He modified the Young equation as follows:
It is explicit that a rough material has higher surface area than a 95 smooth one according to Wenzel model and the surface area is associated with roughness factor ‫,ݎ‬
As a result, when θ < 90°, an increasing ‫ݎ‬ will reduce θ ௪ , but if θ > 90°, an increasing in roughness leads to an increase in θ ௪ .
Heterogeneous surfaces composed of two fractions, shown in Fig.  1c , the first fraction corresponds to the solid-liquid interface ( cos ߠ ଵ = cos ߠ ) and the second fraction to the liquid-air interface (݂ ௌ = 1െ݂ ; ߠ ଶ =180 °). So the equation becomes:
As a matter of fact, Wenzel equation and Cassie-Baxter equation describe two limit behaviors. A mixed model (Fig. 1d contact angle hysteresis and sliding angle (SA) to solve this problem. When a droplet is inflated, the CA will increase but the contact area not change until θ ௗ௩ reaches a critical value and then it begins to advance. θ ௗ௩ is referred to as the advancing angle. Similarly, if a droplet is deflated, there also is a critical 40 value called receding angle θ until the droplet begins to recede. By definition, the difference between advancing and receding CA is termed CAH. As to SA, it can be measured as an inclined plate tilts at a critical angle, beyond which a liquid drop will roll off the plate surface. Surface with low hysteresis allow drops to slide 45 over them easily whatever the equilibrium contact angle, the quantitative relationship between the CAH and SA is provided by eq. (7) 35 : mg sin α = γ wሺ θ ୰ୣୡ െ θ ୟୢ୴ ሻ ሺ7ሻ
Dynamic wettability
where θ ௗ௩ and θ are the advancing and receding angles, 50 respectively, g is the gravity force, and m and ‫ݓ‬ represent the mass and width of the drop, respectively. Essentially, this equation is the equality of gravity force and capillary force. It can draw the conclusion that the Cassie-Baxter model will result in a smaller SA than Wenzel model because of the less area fraction 55 of the liquid droplet in contact with the solid surface.
The role of nanoscale roughness
As mentioned in the previous section, two factors, surface roughness and chemical compositions, influence the surface wettability together. Meanwhile, note that the maximum contact 60 angle of a water droplet reported on a lowest-energy smooth surface is about 130°. [36] [37] In other words, there is a limit as to how much surface energy can affect the surface wettability. Roughness seems to be a much more remarkable and complex principal factor. In 1997, inspired by lotus, the SEM image of 65 lotus leaf (Nelumbo nucifera) has shown fine-branched nanostructures on top of microsized papillae. Barthlott and Neinhuis' [38] [39] early work has started the recent research that used micro-nanoscale hierarchical structure to explain the surface extreme repellence against liquid droplets. They also coined the 70 term "lotus effect" for this property and pointed the way towards how to mimic the nature. Following researchers has conducted a significant amount of research on micro-nanoscale hierarchical. [40] [41] [42] It turned out that micro-nanoscale hierarchical is more conductive to the Cassie-Baxter state with high CA and low SA.
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Nanocoating is easy to construct nanoscale roughness owing to the existence of nanoscale raw materials. With further low-energy treatment, superhydrophobic nanocoating is achieved. Thus it can be seen that, in regard to suphydrophobic nanocoating, there are strong and comprehensive theoretical supports.
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Materials for nanocoatings
Materials, a key to structure nano-micro hierarchical roughness, always play decisive roles for the properties of superhydrophobic nanocoatings. In order to show references information clearly and roundly, the applied materials for surperhydrophobic nanocoating 85 are divided into three categories embracing the inorganic materials, the organic materials, and the inorganic-organic materials (see summary in Table 1 ) from the papers published in recent years, in which the "materials" mean what play the core role in the fabrication process, chemical component or structure 90 of corresponding nanocoatings.
Inorganic materials
Silica-based
It is well known that silica-based materials act as the most common choices in biomimetic superhydrophobic nanocoating area. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] In fact, silica-based materials are intrinsically hydrophilic, but they are also convenient further chemical treatment to obtain superhydrophobicity. nanocoating is the issue that scientists concern now. Carbon-based With the discovery of some novel carbon materials, such as carbon nanotube (CNT), carbon nanofiber (CNF), grapheme and Fullerene-C, carbon-based materials has come to be a hot focus in 40 many fields including superhydrophobic nanocoating area. The mechanical and chemical stability and robustness of carbon-based materials need not worry for the strong stability of carbon itself. But how to design nano rougness in a certain dimension would be a nerve-wracking trouble.
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For example, it is difficult to achieve the structural hierarchy of two-dimensional grapheme for superhydrophobicity. However, Park and co-workers reported an ingenious route to solve this puzzle. 51 They obtained graphene/Nafion nanohybrid films ( . Such a surface exhibited a superhydrophobicity with WCA of ～ 161°. Jang et al. 52 presented another simple route toward a superhydrophobic grapheme surface via thermal reduction method. By reduction of 55 grapheme oxide and removal of silica particle, researchers obtained a transparent nano-sphere structure (Fig. 2b) for large-scale preparation, so it seems that the research of the part still stay in the laboratory. 
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Metallic Generally, metallic superhydrophobic nanocoating is obtained always by electrochemical processes. Regan and Chapman 55 described a novel preparation for superhydrophobic nanofunctioanal silver and gold on copper substrates using an 90 electroless galvanic reaction between copper and metal salt (silver chloride and gold chloride). These copper-coated substrates could be potential antifouling coatings for environmental monitoring devices. Through electrodeposition techniques, Liang et al. 56 prepared nickel coating with micro-95 nano binary structure. Followed by a fluorinated modification process to obtain superhydrophobicity, the WCA with 5 µL water droplets on the nickel film after fluorinated modification is higher than 160°, and the sliding angle with 10 µL water droplets is as low as 1°. What is more, this film has satisfied stability both in 100 strong acid and alkaline solutions, and can keep superhydrophobicity more than 400 days under ambient conditions. With the same method, superhydrophobic Ni-Co alloy coating with hierarchical flowerlike structures was reported 57 with a water CA as high as 167.3 ± 1.3° and an ultra-low sliding
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angle of about 1° as well. Objectively speaking, superhydrophobic nanocoating is necessary of the protection of metal, but it is hard to use metal as a coating. So, instances of metallic material superhydrophobic nanocaoting are few in number. superhydrophobic coating on various substrates, such as sponge, fabric, paper, by treatment with PDMS via CVD method. The study showed that the combination of the improved surface roughness generated from of the nanoparticles aggregation with the low surface-energy of silicon-coating would be responsible 30 for the superhydrophobicity. Our group 61 also investigated a series of VIII and IB metals and oxide nanoparticles including Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Ag. We presented a simple and available way (Fig. 3c) to facilitate the synthesis of thiol-ligand nanocrystals superhydrophobic coating. Using iron oxide nanoparticles as a 35 model, the main steps of fabrication showed as follows: Iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized by a modified coprecipitation method. [62] [63] Next, the clean substrates were immersed in the stored nanocrystal suspensions for about 5 minutes at room temperature. Afterwards, the substrates coated 40 with nanocrystals were immersed inoctadecyl thiol or perfluorodecane thiol anhydrous ethanol for 24 h at room temperature. Finally, we obtained superhydrophobic/ oleophobic or superhydrophobic/ superoleophobic materials. Furthermore, the superhydrophobic and superoleophilic nanocoatings were 45 effectively used for application in oil/water separation. 
Metallic oxide
55
Organic materials Polymer Polymer must be the most promising materials to construct superhydrophobic nanocoating for their flexibility, diversiform 60 molecular design, processability and low cost. Even those most common polymer, such as polystyrene (PS), polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) [64] [65] [66] , can endowed with satisfying result through some simple optimization steps. For example, the water CA of PS coating could be enhanced from 95.7° to 150.6° using 65 nanoporous AAO templates. Different geometry of surface nanostructures of PS coatings was studied and long-neck vaselike structure was recommended for optimal. 64 Low-density polyethylene (LDPE), a thermoplastic made from the monomer ethylene, is defined by a density range of 0.910~0.940 g/cm 3 and 70
is not reactive at room temperatures. Yuan et al. 65 obtained a lotus-leaf-like superhydrophobic LDPE with CA ～156° and low SA ～1°. The facile fabrication steps were as follows: LDPE and NH 4 HCO 3 mixture was dipped onto a cleaned glass plates. The solvents were first evaporated for 0.5 h in an atmosphere in the 75 oven at 50 °C, and then evaporated for 2 h at 30 °C. The asprepared LDPE coating showed excellent anti-icing property which was investigated in a climatic chamber with a working temperature of -5 °C. Pakkanen et al. 
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Multifarious synthetic methods are other advantage of polymer materials, such as copolymerization, atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), and graft polymerization process. ATRP, a kind of controllable polymerization reaction, was employed in the fabrication of surface-confined grating of glycidyl 90 methacrylate. 67 Combined with postmodification, graft-on-graft nanocoating prepared and was used to obtain superhydrophobic bio-fiber surfaces. In particular, C 7 F 15 -functionalized graft-ongraft surface showed extremely high water CA, reaching a maximum of 172°. As illustrated in above example, fluorinated 95 polymers are one of the most popular materials to fabricate superhydrophobic nanocoating due to their extremely low surface energy. Yuan et al. 68 synthesized a kind of fluorinated acrylic random copolymer to fabricate superhydrophobic nanocoating on Al substrate. Firstly, a fluorinated acrylic copolymer (FAC) 100 containing hydroxyl side chains was synthesized by radical solution polymerization, then FAC was dissolved in ethyl acetate (EA) and showed aggregates of nano-scale spherical micelles. The superhydrophobic fluorinated acrylic copolymer (SFAC) coatings are simply prepared by spraying the above-mentioned 105 micelle solution on an aluminum substrate. The obtained superhydrophobic coating not only has resistance to low temperature and excellent durability under water, exhilaratingly, but also can obviously extend water freezing time at low temperature.
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Natural polymer materials are of interest as it incorporates environmentally and biologically friendly materials. Chitosan, a linear polysaccharide natural polymer, has a number of commercial and possible biomedical uses. Using chitosan-based nanoparticals, Ivanova et al. 69 developed a simple method to 5 design the superhydrophobic anti-bacterial textile for biomedical applications. The reaction mechanism of nanoparticals fabrication was based on electrostatic interaction between amine group of chitosan and negatively charged fluoroanion which played the crucial role in the structure of aggregates in the coating and its 10 superhydrophobicity of coatings. The researches of these special materials are relatively rare, so a wider variety of natural polymer and novel application are key points in the future.
Inorganic-organic materials
Using inorganic nanomaterials to create nanoscale or hierarchical 15 structure on organic polymer coating is the routine thought to fabricate inorganic-organic superhydrophobic nanocoatings, which possess the advantages both of inorganic and organic materials simultaneously. Metallic oxide, Silica-based, Carbonbased the above mentioned and other inorganic materials all 20 could be used to form organic-inorganic hybrid superhydrophobic nanocoating with polymer. ZnO/polystyrenenano composite coating was fabricated by Zhang et al. 70 via a straightforward, inexpensive method. When the ratio of ZnO nanoparticles to PS was 7:3 at temperature at 70 °C, a superhydrophobic nanocoating content increased, a transformation from hydrophobic to superhydrophoic state has been achieved. Green method means economical, nontoxic and eco-friendly method, which was explored for the PEG-SiO 2 nanocomposite coating with superhydrophobic and transparent property by Shen et al. 72 .
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Molecular weight of PEG and mixed proportion of PEG/SiO 2 both have effect on wettability. According to the study, PEG 400 and 2:1 of PEG /SiO 2 were the best choices. The water CA can achieve to 168°. By spraying the suspensions of polyurethane (PU)/molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ), a wear-resistant 40 superhydrophobic coating was obtained on various substrates.
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The papillae-like PU/55.6%MoS 2 coating showed superhydrophobic behavior with the water contact angle of 157°. Meanwhile, after chemical modification, the coating displayed both superhydrophobicity and superoleophobicity. 
Sol-gel process
In sol-gel process, chemical solution or sol is utilized as a precursor. When a large amount of solvent are still congested in the network during the network formation process, gel is formed after a series of hydrolysis of precursor. Because of the special 60 process of reaction, there are few materials that meet those requirements of sol-gel process. But on the other hand, almost all kinds of solid [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] , such as metals, silicon wafer, glass, textiles, could be as substrates to fabricating superhydrophobic coatings by sol-gel method; the other advantage to this method is controllable, for surfaces property (including surface nanostructure) depending on functional group of outcome gel and the preparing process. So, since the early stage of mimicking nature, like lotus leaves' surface, this method have been used widely. Nowadays, it still can be counted as a practical way in fabricating 70 superhydrophobic nanocoating.
In recent paper, Jiang et al. 82 prepared the superhydrophobic ORMOSIL (organically modified silicate) double-layer doublewavelength antireflective (AR) coating through template-free solgel route, by silica particle surface modification using 75 hexamethylisilazane (HMDS). This AR coating with nearly 100% transmittance at both 1064 nm and 532 nm has broad application prospect in high power laser system. Heinonen et al. 83 produced superhydrophobic functional coating with nano-sized silver particles (AgNPs) by a sol-gel coating method. First, aluminium 80 tri-sec-butoxide (C 12 H 27 AlO 3 ) was used as precursor to make an alumina layer on stainless. Second, deposition of AgNPs was employed. Also a third step, the surface of coatings were modified by FAS (CF 3 (CF 2 ) 7 CH 2 CH 2 Si(OCH 3 ) 3 to obtain a low surface energy. Antibacterial tests showed that the surface with
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Ag NPs reduced the number of the bacteria. A simple sol-gel dipcoating method has been utilized by Lin 84 to prepare transparent superhydrophobic nanocoating with a sub-100 nm roughness. This nanocoating was created by using 3-aminopropyltriethoxylsilane (APTEOS) and 90 cetyltrimethoxylsilane (CTMS) as aggregated agent and modifying agent, respectively. And this nanocoating exerted good moisture resistance. However, after heat-treating, the wettability of coating could switch from superhydrophobic (>160°) to superhydrophilic (0°) when the temperature higher than 500 °C.
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At the percent stage, the shortage of this way is that the sol-gel process required for a long time, about a few days or weeks, and on the other hand, the raw materials always are harmful organism.
Chemical vapor deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has played a crucial role in 100 superhydrophobic nanocoating preparation field for a long time. This method can be applied whether to create rough surface by building micro-and nano-particles, nanorods into ordered structures [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] or to depose a thin layer of hydrophobic compound on a rough surface [93] [94] [95] [96] . Put simply, as for the preparation process 105 in typical CVD, the wafer (substrate) is exposed to one or more volatile precursors, which react and/or decompose on the substrate surface to produce the desired deposit. On the basis of the predecessors, CVD has been developing. This fabrication method has few limitations on the type of materials that can be 110 used.
For studying the influence of coating morphology on their static and dynamic interactions with water droplets, a series of hierarchical BN coating film with various morphologies (Fig. 4a-b ) were produced by CVD process in different growth conditions. In this study, the different wettability was attributed to surface geometrical factors. The vertically standing mikes were hydrophobic with CA of ~105°, whereas vertically standing tubes formed superhydrophobic coating films with the CA reaching
~165
o . 97 A successful combination of surface roughness and low surface energy is integral to a superhydrophobic silica nanoparticles coating through a novel one-step CVD and modification method. 98 Moradian et al. used tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), vinyltrimethoxy-silane (VTMS) as the surface modifying molecule and ammonia as a catalyzer to reduce the reaction temperature. Results showed that the lowest film formation temperature is 40 °C. Guan et al. 99 described an oxidative chemical vapor deposition (oCVD) to prepared transparent, superhydrophobic, and colored silicone-carbon nanocomposite coatings, the coating procedure (Fig. 4c) as follows: in an atmosphere-controlled sealed furnace, there are two electrically heating panels in this reactor. The bottom heating panel produces the decomposition temperature (T1) and the top one produces the oxidative deposition temperature (T2). Both of 20 T1 and T2 were controlled independently by thermocouples, respectively. Then, put the substrate on the support plate and the as-prepared silicone particles were scattered on the bottom heating panel. Following, the mixture gas (O 2 /N 2 was ~1:4) flowed into reactor and then stopped. The values of T1 and T2 
Spray process
Spray process is the most simple and practical nanocoating formation method. For instance, Zhou et al. 100 prepared the 50 emulsion solution of [CH 3 (CH 2 ) 10 COO] 2 Cu in a mixed solvent of ethanol and water first. Then the as-prepared emulsion was sprayed onto various substrates with N 2 gas and dried at room temperature. The all fabrication process was just that, well, the experimental results showed that the binary micro/nanostructure 55 superhydrophobic coating with a static water contact angle of about 160° and a sliding angle of 5° was achieved. A corallinelike structure superamphiphobic coating was fabricated 101 by spray casting nanocomposites composed of fluorinated multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and fluorinated 60 polyurethane (PU). Here, superamphiphobic means that one coating surface is superhydropobic and superoleophobic simultaneously. Accordingly, this coating has wide potential application value. Large amounts of literatures related to spray process had published recently. [102] [103] 68 The key problems about 65 this aspect are how to improve the adhesion force between coating and substrate and how to control the surface morphology or nanoscale roughness.
Electrospray process
That sounds similar to spray process and electrospray process. In 70 fact, there are essential differences between them. Simply speaking, experimental facilities of the latter are relatively complex. The process 104 can be described generally as follows: between a syinge needle and a grounded collector, an electrical potential is applied. Because of the surface tension, at the tip of 75 the needle the solution forms a droplet slowly. When the electric voltage is sufficiently high, electrostatic repulsion between the charges that collected into the droplets can overcome the surface tension. The result is a thin jet is formed and accelerated toward the collector. If the viscosity of the solutions is low enough, the 80 solution will be sprayed in a droplet toward the collector, then forming a rough coating on substrate.
The all steps of one kind of superhydrophobic micro-nano hierarchical SiO 2 layer 105 synthesize using an electrospraying process shown in Fig. 5e which is helpful for us to understand 85 this process clearly. In the first step, Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, Si(OC 2 H 5 ) 4 ) and methyltriethoxysilane (MTES, CH 3 Si(OC 2 H 5 ) 3 ) were used as precursor solution of electrospraying deposition of SiO 2 layers. Then a pure SiO 2 phase was obtained. Secondly, through an ultraviolet (UV)-enhanced chemical reduction process,
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Si nanoparticles were prepared on the surface SiO 2 layers. Namely, the micro-nano hierarchical rough surface structure was obtained. Subsequently, the dry samples were heated at 400 °C for 1h after a fluorination treatment process. The difference of experimental conditions tends to bring different results, even 95 though using the same reactants. Tang et al. 106 described a superhydrophobic coating fabrication method by electrospraying structure controlled poly(methyl methacrylate-bromine) (PMMABr) homopolymer and poly(methyl methacrylate)-b-poly-(dodecafluoroheptyl methacrylate) (PMMA-b-PDFMA) 100 copolymers. They found that the flow rate of the solution has great effects on the hydrophobicity of polymer coating and at a higher flow rate, the superhydrophobic coating was obtained. Fluorinated diblock copolymers PMMA 50.6 -b-PDFMA 0.8 and PMMA 147.9 -b-PDFMA 17.5 superhydrophobic coatings can be obtained by electrospraying process as well at the selected flow 5 rates, similarly. On the other hand, researchers also detected that solvent properties was closely related to the surface composition which is the major determinant of the surface wettability. During the electrospraying process in this case, THF as solvent favors C−C and C−H groups ,while DMF tend to segregation of 10 C−O−C=O group. Therefore, the hydrophobicity will be improved with THF as solvent. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) detections reveal the conclusion (Fig. 5a-d 
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Electrospinning process
When it comes down to micro-nano structure superhydrophobic coating fabrication process, electrospraying and electrospinning are very easy to be garbled. Strictly speaking, these two methods are similar but different. Here, the schematic diagram of 35 electrospinning process 110 is shown in Fig. 6h to help us to understand it directly and clearly. At first, a high-voltage power is applied between a grounded collector and a feeding system which consists of a container with a liquid precursor, spinneret and a pump. The solution forms a droplet at needle tip due to surface 40 tension. Then the electrical force elongates the droplet to a conical shape (Taylor cone) 111 . A thin jet of liquid precursor ejects from the tip of the Taylor cone when the electrical force overcome the surface tension. In the unstable electrical field, the jet begins to oscillate and move chaotically. During the chaotic 45 motion, the jet becomes thin and solid after evaporation of the solvent. Finally, the web-like fiber coating with various micronano structures is obtained on the collector. In summary, electrospinning is a promising technique for superhydrophobic coating owing to a wide set of parameters that allow effectively 50 controlling roughness of resulted micro-nano structure fiber coating. [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] Ganesh and coworkers 122 successfully used two fluorinated POSS materials (FP8 and FPSi8) (Fig. 6a) with PVDF-HFP solution to prepared superhydrophobic coating by electrospinning.
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The process parameters were shown as follows: The voltage applied was set to 30 kV and the distance between the static collector and the needle (27G ½) tip was 10 cm. The humidity level inside the electrospinning chamber was maintained between 50 and 60%. Precursor solutions of different wt% were 60 electrospun on the glass substrates for 15 min with a flow rate of about 0.2 mL h -1 . Different wt% composite nanofiber coatings (Fig. 6b-g.) were obtained after heated at 130 °C for 4 h. As a result, with increase in the concentration of fluoroPOSS in PVDF-HFP, the water contact angle was creased for the increase 65 of viscosity and fiber diameter thereby enhancing the superhydrophobic property. Wang et al. 123 adopted multinozzle conveyor belt electrospinning method to fabricate large-scale superhydrophobic composite coating with enhanced tensile properties through the blending of porous PS microspheres, bead-70 on string PVDF fibers and PAN fibers. This method can expand the electrospinning area unlimitedly and certain kinds of fibers are combined on the conveyor belt in one electrospinning step. DC-biased AC-electrospinning that induces short segments of alternating polarity can overcome electrostatic instability of the 75 charged jet to some extent, thereby reducing the magnitude of the destabilizing force on the fiber. So, Ochanda et al. 124 fabricated Mesh-like fiber mats of polystyrene (PS) by this way. The investigation of the effect of percent weight of PS on the hydrophobicity of electrospun fiber coatings indicated that the 80 contact angle increases monotonically with polymer weight percent and becomes superhydrophobic at 25 wt% (Fig. 6i) . The reason may be that more fibers are generated with a few cases of beads-on-string morphology with an increase in polymer concentration. Some new types of electrospinning are still 85 evolving, but one limiting factor exist which is high cost of electrospinning process. Electrospun nanocoating without any additional treatment is the focus of research in the future. 
Electrodeposition
Due to the intensive demand in the elaboration of superhydrophobic nanocoating through low-cost, reproducible and fast methods, the use of strategies based on electrodeposition (Electrochemical deposition) have exponentially grown these last 15 few years. One of the main advantages of the electrochemical processes is the relative easiness to produce various surface morphologies and a precise control of the structures at a micro-or a nanoscale. [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] 136 In short, electrodeposition can be divided into two categories according to the different kind of deposit that 20 will be elaborated in the following sections.
Electrodeposition of metal represents a suitable method to fabricate superhydrophobic coating. Electrodeposited Ni surfaces exhibited superhydrophobic properties strongly depending on the morphology of the coating. Hierarchical flowerlike structures Ni-
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Co alley coating with a WCA as high as 167.3 ± 1.3° and an ultra-low sliding angle of about 1° prepared on AZ91D magnesium alloy was reported by Li et al.
131 through electrodeposition after modified by stearic acid. According to Fig.  7 , they found the modification process changed surface 30 morphology not too much but changed CA a lot. Especially important, this Ni-Co alley coating has good chemical stability and long-term durability as well as the self-cleaning effect, highly anticorrosion ability. Similarly, We et al. 132 reported a superhydrophobic Ni-Cu-P alloy coatings with high mechanical 35 strength by one-step galvanostatically electrodeposited onto low alloy steel substrates. However, the difference is this kind of coating has strong adhesion force (Fig. 8a) and the mechanism of the high adhesion characteristic was explained by Cassie impregnating model (Fig. 8b.) . Co-based superhydrophobic 40 powder coating also was obtained 133 n electro-deposition process as follows: cobalt chloride (0.056M) and myristic acid (0.1 M) were added into the ethanol under stirring until a uniform electrolyte solution (150 ml) was obtained. Then two cleaned stainless steel plates were taken as the cathode and anode in an electrolyte cell. After electrolysis time of several minutes, asprepared cathodic surface was obtained. Cu superhydrophobic coating with nano-structure was prepared by Li and coworkers 134 like the above metal. But magnesium alloy cannot be used as substrates for the high reactive nature. So, in this paper, Ni 50 electroless plating was used as pre-treatment method. The coating was electrodeposited under direct current conditions after Ni electroless plating. At last, the most important step is that Mg alloy with Cu coating had to be modified in an ethanolic lauric acid solution which contained sodium acetate to enhance 55 electrical conductivity. The modification process shown in Fig 8c, a reaction between the Cu 2 + and the lauric acid electrolyte results in the formation of copper laurate, which deposits on the copper coating and disperses in the solution. At the same time, the surface could absorb some lauric acid by electrostatic interaction.
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The modification decreased the surface energy of Cu coating rapidly.
Electrochemical deposition of substituted organic conducting polymers allows generating superhydrophobic structured coating on conductive substrates. This method always means a one-step 65 process to make rough low-energy surfaces while no hydrophobization post-treatments are required. For example, a fluorinated monomer (EDOT-F8) is used to reach superhydrophobic properties via electrodeposition process by Guittard et al.. 135 Their group also 137 synthesized an original 70 fluorinated EDOT derivative by grafting an F-octyl tail directly onto an EDOT heterocycle and was used to fabricate superhydrophobic nanocoatings by electrodeposition. Interestingly, the surface was composed of nanofiber arrays at low deposition charges (between 100 and 200 mC·cm -2 ) with low 75 hysteresis. However, the nanofibers formed flower-like structures sticky coating at high deposition charges (above 200 mC·cm -2 ). In general, due to the intensive demand in the fabrication of superhydrophobic nanocoatings using reproducible, low-cost, mild-condition and fast methods, electrochemical processes have 80 exponentially grown these last few years. But without ignorance, electrochemical processes unable to precisely control the nanoscale roughness and have certain randomness. 
Hydrothermal method
Hydrothermal synthesis, also termed "hydrothermal method", nanorod coating with tunable water adhesion was prepared via hydrothermal procedure at 120 °C. 141 The crystal growth time of the precursor would be the determining factor to superhydrophobicity and water adhesion. Up to now, many similar great papers [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] has been published, but how to apply 50 this method to industrial production may be a current issue. 
Solution immersion process
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Solution immersion process is a simple and universal one-step process to render substrates superhydrophobic by immersion the substrates in a solution that generally contains low-surfaceenergy agents. However, the defects of this method are unstable for coatings and time-consuming. Control of the nano-roughness 65 is difficult by this way as well. For the coexistence of advantage and disadvantage above-mentioned, many researchers still attempt to make progress in this aspect.
One of recently reported example was based on the use of pristine multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and 70 polybenzoxazine in a solution immersion process to construct nanocomposites coating on ramie fabric by Yan et al.. 147 A complete cycle is as follows: first, the ramie fabric was immersed into the MWNTs/benzoxazine monomer (3,3'-(((2,2-dimethylpropane-1,3-diyl)bis(oxy))bis(4,1-phenylene))bis(3,4- (Fig. 10b) (Fig. 10a) . Through this one-step method, the light alloys are in possession of micro/nano surface structures and low surface-energy at the 10 same time.
Composite techniques
Composite technique is a practical method to tune the surface morphology of nanocoating to create the superhydrophobicity. Lee thickness, calcinating the hybrid carbon/silica network at 600 °C for 2 hours in air was a good way. After semi-fluorinated process, a water/organic liquid drop placed on top of the coating formed a static contact angle > 150°, with a roll-off angle < 5°. Additionally, the coating keeps its superamphiphobicity after 60 being annealed at 400 °C. Namely, this superamphiphobic coating can survive harsh conditions. 
Others techniques
Besides of the methods referred above, the application of some 75 new methods in fabrication of superhydrophobic nanocoating has got more and more attention in recent few years. [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] Egorkin et al. 159 described a method of preparation and electrochemical properties of superhydrophobic nanocomposite coatings on the surface of magnesium alloy pretreated using plasma electrolytic 80 oxidation (PEO). For this coating, the values of the contact and rolling angles are 166° ± 3° and 5° ± 3°, respectively. Large-scale superhydrophobic PU/nano-Al 2 O 3 -Al coatings were successfully fabricated by a suspension flame spraying process to further enhance the anti-corrosion performances of Al coatings. 160 And 85 this coating showed tunable superhydrophilicity/superhydrophobicity as achieved by changing the concentration of PU in the starting suspension. Kitagawa and coworkers 161 demonstrated a new way to superhydrophobic porous coordination polymers by incorporating an anisotropic crystal morphology featuring a predominant surface without any need for postsynthetic modifications. What is more, bulk water is 5 repelled as a result of the exterior surface corrugation but hydrophobic organic molecules and water vapor are able to penetrate the surface and be densely accommodated within the pores. Teiasla et al. 162 introduced a new thermal spray method called the Liquid Flame Spray (LFS) for generating nanoscale 10 coatings in a continuous roll-to-roll process at normal pressure. The highest measured water contact angles on the nanocoated paperboard surface were over 160° and falling water droplets were able to bounce off the surface. Affordability and continuous nature of the process are the biggest benefits of LFS nanoscale 15 coating.
Applications
The application of superhydrophobic nanocoatings is the destination and purport of all researches; every theory, materials and fabrications all serve these fundamental goals. A number of 20 principles have demonstrated for many applications, such as oilwater separation, corrosion resistance, self-cleaning and so on, which remain a major concern as well as in this review though it still have a long way to go before them can be used in daily life. For the purpose of facilitating the comparison of various 25 fabrication methods and materials in relation to the different applications, some references information has been summarized in Table 2 clearly.
Oil-water separation
In the last few years, the frequently occurring leakage of organic 30 pollutants into water and industrial oily wastewater continuously threatens ecological system. 163 Therefore, separation of water and oil mixture has been considered as key challenge. Actually, many available methods based on common adsorptive has been developed for oil cleanup, such as zeolites, activated carbon, 35 natural clays, straw, and wool fibers. 164 However, the currently materials always suffer from hydrophilic nature, leading to a poor selectivity for organic pollutants. To solve this problem, special wettability materials have been developed over the past decade. Based on different surface wettability, materials applied in this 40 field can be organized into three types: "oil-removing" type, "water-removing" type and smart controllable separations type. 163 Here, we will mainly discuss "oil-removing" type. "oil-removing" type can filter or absorb oil from oil/water mixture selectively for their unique superhydrophobic and superoleophilic. Considering 45 the distinct difference in surface tension between water (72.8 mN m -1 ) and oil (<30 mN m -1 ), superhydrophobic surfaces which are commonly oleophilic or superoleophilic 13 , which also is the fundamental reason why oil can be separated from water. Furthermore, the "oil-removing" type can be divided into two 50 categories as well: oil filtration materials and oil absorbent materials.
Superhydrophobic meshes are the main representative for the first category. For instance, Feng et al. 165 reported micro-and nano-structures TiO 2 coated mesh which could be used for the 55 separation of insoluble oil from water (Fig. 11a) due to its special wettability. Copper mesh coated with extremely rough silicone elastomer was found to be exceptionally efficient in separating organic solvents (hexane, petroleum ether and toluene) from water by Parkin et al.. 166 For example, the water can bounce on 60 the surface and the toluene sinks in and spreads outward shown in Fig. 11b . Absorbent materials, the second category, can concentrate oil into a semisolid phase and transform oils by removal of the absorbent materials. High selectivity, good recyclability, 65 graphene-based sponges (Fig. 11c) was prepared by Tai and coworkers. 167 Excellent absorption capacities of this sponge can up to 165 times their own weight. This result showed promise for large-scale application. The adhesion between substrates and nanocoating is always poor, which is main challenge in study.
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Pan et al. 168 fabricated a robust superhydrophobic 3D porous material through a one-step solution immersion method which exhibited high oil absorption capacity and high selectivity shown in Fig. 11d . The superhydrophobic sponges could be reused for oil-water separation for more than 300 cycles without losing their 75 superhydrophobicity. As a matter of fact, the investigations in this field are still facing a lot of challenges, and some of the problems still need to be solved. Foremost, most of the surface micro-and nano-structure can be easily destroyed by mechanical stress and chemical contamination. And most of the previous 80 works have focused on low-viscous oil and water mixture but few on the separation of high-viscous oil-and-water mixtures. 
Corrosion resistance
"Corrosion" is the term used describes the destruction of a metal by chemical or electrochemical reactions between the metal and its environment. 169 Corrosion reaction creates enormous waste of 100 metal resources every year. Traditional anti-corrosive methods including oil paint and treatment with chromium containing compounds are harmful to human health and environmental which have significantly limited their broad applications. 170 During the past two decades, researchers have 105 found superhydrophobic nanocoating without heavy-metal composite can be listed as a much more effective method to cover various material surfaces to prevent this from corrosion.
171-177
This method have attracted much attention both from basic research and technological applications, and the corrosion resistance mechanism of superhydrophobic surface coating is mostly contributed by the existence of air pockets between the substrate and solution, providing an effective blocking to fight against the migration of corrosive ions (e.g. chloride ions in seawater). 178 Advincula et al. 179 managed to fabricate the dual properties superhydrophobic anticorrosion nanostructured conducting polymer coating by a two-step coating procedure which can be used to coat any metallic surface. The corrosion resistance of this nanocoating was investigated by using potentiodynamic polarization scans in chloride solution of different pH and temperature for up to 7 days. The results showed that protection 15 efficiency of this coating was greater than 95%. Xiong et al. 180 generated a series of superhydrophobic membranes (Fig. 12a) with different surface morphologies and chemical compositions by sol-gel method. The humid air test demonstrated that the potentiodynamic polarization curve and superhydrophobicity
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were not adequate to assess the anti-corrosion ability; the tendency occurrence of electrolyte film should be taken into consideration. Furthermore, the surface morphology played more important role than the surface chemical composition in anticorrosion ability. In order to study the anti-corrosion properties of 25 the coatings on the Mg-Mn-Ce alloy, three types of coating with different wettability from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic in 3% aqueous solution of sodium chloride were s corrosion selected. 181 It have known that corrosion potential is a measure of tendency of the sample to corrode, as higher corrosion potential indicates 30 better corrosion resistance. 182 Superhydrophobic nanocomposite coating formed on the magnesium alloy by a PEO process has the best corrosion properties according to potentiodynamic polarization curves (Fig. 12c) . The small fraction of the wetted area and weak bound between hydrophobic agent molecules with 35 coating material contributed to this result together. Li et al. 160 successfully fabricated large-scale corrosion-resistant superhydrophobic PU/nano-Al 2 O 3 -Al nanocoatings. The layer containing 2.0 wt% PU displayed excellent superhydrophobicity with the contact angle of ～151°and the sliding angle of ～6.5° 40 for water droplets. The potentiodynamic polarization testing (Fig.  12b) showed the corrosion potentials of the Al coating and the PU/Al 2 O 3 coating are −1.357 V and −1.207 V, respectively. The positive shift in corrosion potential suggests the efficient protection by the superhydrophobic coating. Fig. 12 (a) Photos of different samples and the wettability of prepared membranes after humidity test. 180 (b) Potentiodynamic polarization curves of (black) the superhydrophilic Al coating and (red) the superhydrophobic PU/Al2O3/Al coating measured in 3.5 wt.% NaCl aqueous solution. 160 (c)
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Potentiodynamic polarization curves in 3% NaCl for the investigated samples: uncoated MA8 alloy-1; PEO coating-2; hydrophobic coating-3; and superhydrophobic nanocomposite coatings-4. 181 (a) Reproduced with permission from [180] 
Self-cleaning property
Lotus leaves can always keep a clean appearance despite in a mire environment in nature. 9, 19, 21 Studies had found that the cooperation between hierarchical structure and epicuticular wax 60 on the leaves surface contributed to a high CA and a low SA. So water droplets can roll off instead of sliding on the surface and take away the dirt adhered on its surface effectively. This promising property is called the "self-cleaning". 6, 19, [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] Up to now, many artificial self-cleaning superhydrophobic nanocoating 65 have been synthesize by different method and been applied in diverse domains industry, daily life, and military. [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] Lyons et al. 194 fabricated multifunctional TiO 2 −high-density polyethylene (HDPE) nanocomposite coatings exhibiting superhydrophobicity and self-cleaning properties by using mesh 70 template and embedding untreated TiO 2 nanoparticles. Selfcleaning properties tests showed the water droplets could clean away course alumina sand and fine graphite powder on the superhydrophobic coating surface (Fig. 13a-c) . However, on smooth HDPE surface water droplets adhered to the surface and 75 lose the self-cleaning properties (Fig. 13d) . Rodriguez et al. 195 also obtained two types lotus-like hierarchical superhydrophobic coating surface by assembled templates and nanoimprint method with sliding angle from 4° to 7°. The self-cleaning property of this superhydrophobic surface was extremely similar to lotus leaf.
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But, why rolling droplets can take away the dirt, even hydrophobic one, adhered on superhydrophobic surface? Energy degrades would be the first reason. When a spherical particle (dirt) attaches to a liquid interface (Fig. 13e) , the area of the sphere that becomes wetted can be described by Eq. (8) and liquid also loses 85 some interface, given by Eq. (9) ( R ௦ being the radius of the sphere).
The change in surface energy can be calculated as:
Substituting with Eq. (1) gives
when the equilibrium contact angle (ߠ ) is not 180° or 0° for a particle moving into the liquid, it is always tend to attach a sphere. A second reason in the removal of dirt from a roughened surface is the reduction in solid/solid interfacial area for the particles sit on top of small-scale roughness without strongly constraint.
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Impacting drops can enter the larger scale of roughness and collect particles from the crevices of the larger scale roughness, which is the last reason of dirt removal. 196 Chen et al. 197 demonstrated a unique self-cleaning mechanism using the cicada wing as a model surface ( Reproduced with permission from [197] , Copyright (2013) PNAS.
Anti-icing
35
Each year, the ice storm causes billions of dollars in damage to the power networks, telecommunication equipment, highway, and other public infrastructures. 198 Under these circumstances, various anti-icing and deicing methods have been developed. 199 However, conventional methods (e.g. freezing point depressants, 40 electrothermal method, and mechanical method) both require considerable energy and economical cost.
Within the past few years, bio-inspired superhydrophobic nanocoating has been proposed to be used in this field. [200] [201] [202] [203] For air trapped inside surface textures, superhydrophobic nanocoating 45 has small contact angle hysteresis, so the water droplet slides easily before freezing. 204, 205 As to impacting water droplets, superhydrophobic nanocoating has been proposed to prevent accumulation, as droplets can bounce the superhydrophobic surface before ice nucleation takes place even in supercooled 50 conditions. 206 Chen et al. 207 prepared four aluminum surfaces from superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic by combining an etching and a coating process. Water droplet impact dynamic study showed that single and successive water droplets could rebound on the superhydrophobic surface and roll off at a tilt 55 angle larger than 30° under an extremely condensing weather condition. Namely, the superhydrophobic surface had a strong icephobic property. By spraying a fluorinated acrylic random copolymer micelle solution, a superhydrophobic nanocoating was obtained. 68 And this coating displayed anti-icing properties. Fig.   60 14a showed that the water droplet on the hydrophobic hydrophobic fluorinated acrylic copolymer coating rapidly began to freeze after 5 seconds (delay time) and freezed completely after 29 s. A longer delay time (about 43 s) was required for the droplet on the superhydrophobic hydrophobic fluorinated acrylic 65 copolymer coating to initiate freezing, and the end of freezing was at about 80 s. superhydrophobic multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT)-silicone composite films fabricated by Han et al.. 54 Anti-icing performance study (Fig. 14b) showed the growth rate of the frost on the superhydrophobic coating was 70 about a half of that on the bare Al surface. A simple and low-cost technique was employed in the fabrication of silicon-oil-infused polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nanocoatings. 208 This coating was designed for icephobic application and its ice-phobic property has been investigated. As a result, this coating surface showed a low 75 surface energy and low ice adhesion strength (Fig. 14c) , only about 3% of the value on a bare aluminum surface.
The relationship between superhydrophobicity and icephobicity of s surface is currently under debate. Some researcher claimed that superhydrophobicity and icephobicity of 80 surface are parallel rather than directly. 209 The absence of a standard to characterize ice adhesion strengths, the difference of preparation of ice samples and tasting procedure all may be a reason. 199 The process of icing upon superhydrophobic surface is quite complex. Although, recently research has leaded to a better 85 understanding of icing phenomenon, the basic research of freezing mechanism, ice nucleation and growth and ice adhesion strengths are still necessary to study in the future. 
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(up) and SFAC coating (down) during the whole freezing process captured by a high speed CCD camera. 68 (b) Comparison of frost growth rate on the superhydrophobic (SHP) coating (20 vol% MWNT) with that on a bare Al substrate. 54 (c) Ice formed on PDMS coated and uncoated surface of an insulator under a condensing weather condition at −5 °C and saturated water/solid interfaces. In nature, there are many materials that own special drag reduction ability. 210 Two kinds of surfaces had been developed learning from natural wisdom: rib-structured surface inspired by shark skin 211 , or superhydrophobic surface inspired by lotus leaf. 212 Here, we mainly focus on the latter one, 10 superhydrophobic surface would form a thin layer of air which decrease the water/solid contact area then achieve the dray reduction effect. 213 Since the dray-reduced phenomena for superhydrophobic coating surface in 1991 214 , this research filed has been (Fig. 15a-e) . The average velocities of the movement of the two balls calculated to be 27.0 cm min -1 for the superhydrophobic ball and 12.5 cm min -1 for the normal ball. That is to say, the superhydrophobic coating can 30 reduce the fluid fraction dray observably. However, Wei and coworkers 217 putted forwards a new perspective that the drayreducing effect of superhydrophobic coating was mainly cause by plastron effect instead of the decrease in the wetting area. They fabricated a superhydrophobic coating by electroless deposition 35 of gold aggregates. And this superhydrophobic model ship exhibited a remarkable drag reduction of 38.5% at a velocity of 0.46 m s -1 . Furthermore, a decrease in the wetting area for the superhydrophobic object does exist but only 5.8% difference between both, which has little impact on the final drag reducing 40 effect. So, plastron effect was thought to be the primary cause according to slip boundary [218] [219] [220] theories and the hypothesis in Newton's law of viscosity. More specifically, with a plastron, the drag force on the superhydrophobic model ship was mainly caused by liquid/bubble/solid friction, which was less than the 45 liquid/solid friction on the normal ship.
Anti-bacteria
Anti-bacteria are of concern in numerous applications ranging from biosensors to biomedical implants and devices, and from food packaging to industrial and marine equipment. 221, 222 For 50 example, microbial proliferation on an implant is responsible for many hospital-acquired infections that occur annually. 223 In order to address this problem, it is highly desirable to design coatings that reduce bacterial adhesion passively or release antimicrobial agents. 224 For example, Schoenfish et al. Silver nanoparticles on the superhydrophobic framework always have a great effect of anti-bacteria based on the release of silver cations (Ag + ). It has been suggested that upon the penetration of Ag + ions into the bacterial cell, the DNA molecule 70 loses its replicability, eventually leading to cell death 29 , though the antimicrobial mechanism of Ag + ions is not yet fully understood. Superhydrophobic silver-containing coating was prepared using a sol-gel technique by Heinonen et al. 83 . Silver nanoparticles were reduced on the surface of the prepared γ-75 alumina layer by Tollens process then the composite coating was modified by FAS to obtain a low surface energy. The antibacteria activity of uncoated steel, coated superhydrophobic steel and coated superhydrophobic silver-containing steel were introduced in Fig. 15i and the result has shown that the 80 superhydrophobic silver-containing coating reduced the number of viable bacteria on steel by one unit in the logarithmic scale, i.e., by 88%. Xue et al. 226 adopted the same reduction method to produce Ag NPs on cotton fibers. After modification of silvercontaining fiber with hexadecyltrimethoxysilane let to 85 superhydrophobic cotton textiles. Antibacterial activity of fabric samples was determined in terms of inhibition zone formed on agar medium. Fig. 15f shows that the normal cotton samples did not show any antibacterial activity. The silver modified cotton textiles killed all the bacteria under and around them.
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In summary, to some extent, those strategies are useful in antibacteria, but a few of them are also associated with shortcomings related to stability, toxicity or short lifespan. 222 Better materials should be taken into account or new strategies need to be developed to solve these problems in the future.
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Transparency and anti-reflection
Transparent superhydrophobic nanocoating has broad application prospect including windows, eyeglasses, camera lenses and solar cell system, etc.. 227 Transparency will be reduced with surface roughness increases because the light scattering. 228 But, it has 100 been suggested that the optimization of the surface roughness is important factor for creating the superhydrophobic surface. 229 That is to say, the two properties (superhydrophobicity and transparency) are generally competitive. 230 According to Rayleigh scattering theory 231 , Raleigh scattering is negligible in 105 the visible region when the roughness is far less than the irradiated light wavelength. However, the Mie scattering occurs when roughness size is comparable or greater than irradiated light wavelength. 232 In this case, the wide range of irradiated light is scattered by the structured surface depending upon surface 110 roughness, incident angles, and differences of refractive indices between the air and surface. Theoretical computation results indicate that Mie scattering increases exponentially by increasing the roughness. Based on the above researches, roughness at the scale of sub-100-nm would be more conductive to achieve higher 115 transparency. 228 Si/SiO 2 based nanocoating is endowed with excellent optical property and the convenient further chemical treatment and is easy to control coating thickness and roughness. Because of this advantage, Si/SiO 2 based material received a lot of attention in 5 this research field. Xu et al. 233 successfully fabricated highly transparent and durable superhydrophobic hybrid nanoporous coatings (Fig. 15g) using a liquid polysiloxane (PSO) containing SiH and SiCH=CH 2 groups as precursors and methyl-terminated poly(dimethylsiloxane)s (PDMS) as porogens via a simple 10 solidification-induced phaseseparation method. Wang et al. 234 reported the fabrication of superhydrophobic, highly transparent, and stable organic-inorganic composite nanocoating by an elegant sol-gel dip-coating method. The tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) was used as precursors to obtain the silica sol. Then 15 different amounts of γ-aminopropyltriethoxysilane（APS）used to aggregate the silica colloid particles in the prepared sols. After dip-coating process and surface fluorination, the superhydrophobic transparent nanocoating was formed (Fig. 15h) . In the case of organic materials, polymer nanocoatings are always 20 largely flexible and have controllable stiffness comparing to their inorganic counterparts. For example, superhydrophobic coating on poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) using a dry etching with CF 4 plasma and a subsequent hydrolysis process with water immersion had been papered. 235 High transmittance (> 95%) was 25 achieved for the prepared coating surfaces.
Reflective light on the surface will cause two harms: energy loss an imaging interference. 236 Anti-reflection is absolutely important to our daily life. Inspired by moth-eyes 237, 238 , antireflective micro-nanostructures with a period smaller than the 30 irradiated light wavelength could lead to an effective refractiveindex gradient between air and the substrate. Based on these theories, a number of considerable micro-nanostructures have been designed. [239] [240] [241] 82 Combined with transparency and selfcleaning, the application of transparent superhydrophobic 35 nanocoating on solar cells 242, 243 has been noted because of it could enhance optical absorption and remove the pollutants on the surface. heat to generate high-quality water from impaired water with high recovery. Wang and co-workers 248 developed a strategy to construct superhydrophobic composite nanofiber membranes produced by electrospinning which could be used in MD. Superhydrophobic coatings also could be potentially used in 15 crystals assembly. Song et al. 249 demonstrated a facile approach for achieving three-dimensional colloidal PCs with narrow stopbands on low-adhesive superhydrophobic substrates. Lowadhesive superhydrophobic coating caused many properties profits, such as perfectly ordered assembly structure, large-scale 20 crack elimination, decreased void fraction, and sufficient thickness of the resultant colloidal PCs. Inspired by the air sacs found in aquatic plants such as lotus, Lee et al. 250 mparted high buoyancy to free-standing superhydrophobic films by embedding nanoparticle-shelled bubbles in the structure. These highly 25 buoyant superhydrophobic films stay afloat on water surface while carrying a load that is more than 200 times their own weight which can potentially be used for the fabrication of lightweight materials.
Conclusions and outlook
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Although superhydrophobicity and nanotechnology are both recently developed concepts, they have already become important to a lot of research and will be potentially important to people's life. The combination of them has prompted the creation of the multifunction superhydrophobic nanocoating, which play 35 important roles in many practical applications. In this review, we give a summary of the fundamental theories and recent progress in synthesis of a range of different superhydrophobic nanocoating using a wide variety of materials, fabrication methodologies. The application and special performance of superhydrophobic 40 nanocoating also have been discussed. Although, tremendous great efforts have been accomplished in this field during the past years, it should be pointed out that the investigations still retain many challenges, and some of the problems still need to be solved for further study.
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Indeed, these are the respective advantages of different materials on artificial superhydrophobic nanocoating field. Carbon-based, Silica-based inorganic materials usually have excellent chemical resistance in both acid and alkaline conditions. Metallic oxide, such as ZnO, TiO 2 , SnO 2 , are common materials exhibiting a wide range of surface morphologies like nanorods, nanotube and nanoneedles. Compared with inorganic coating, polymers of high transparency have their own advantages such as simple fabrication, structural flexibility and controllable thickness. However, what worthy of our attention are disadvantages of 55 various materials, for example, the problem of metallic oxide corrosion, the high price of carbon nanotube or grapheme, and the toxicity of organic polymers. The most important thing for researchers is to figure out some feasible solutions in the future. potential application based on the predecessors' researches. Combining of two or more system members is the routine thoughts. Perhaps, superhydrophobic nanocoating could be used into control other substances' synthesis or assembly. 249 Also, some researchers started to investigate the behaviors of special 90 droplets, such as supercooled water, condensed water or magnetic droplets [265] [266] [267] , on superhydrophobic surfaces. All in all, the extreme goal for artificial superhydrophobic nanocoating is the perfect integration of novel structural and functional properties with long service life. Scients expect that, 95 with further development, superhydrophobic nanocoatings need to the cooperation of interfacial science and other fields, such as biology, physics, medicine, and thus hold great promise for multidisciplinary applications. With ever-increasing number of scientists focused on this area, we believe an exciting future in 100 synthesis, theory and commercialization of superhydrophobic nanocoatings field. 
